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State Senator Jen Metzger announces the creation of a new health initiative and award while Sandra
Gerry looks on.

New School Health Initiative
Partnership Announced
FERNDALE—NYS Senator Jen Metzger, Sullivan
180, and Sullivan BOCES
have announced the launch
of a new initiative to encourage health and wellbeing in Sullivan County
Schools. The “Empowering a Healthier Generation
School Award” will recognize school districts doing
exemplary work to promote
opportunities for health and
wellness by providing monetary awards and grants to
further strengthen their efforts.
The program is structured
as a competition over the
2020-21 academic school
year to encourage the
school districts to think of
bold and innovative ways
to support the health and
well-being of their school
communities. The districts
that demonstrate the most
progress on promoting
school health and wellness are eligible to receive
monetary awards, including a first place $200,000
State and Municipal Capital

(SAM) grant from Senator
Metzger’s office.
“Making sure that young
people here in Sullivan
County have access to
healthy choices is vital to
their physical, emotional,
and social well-being, as
well as their scholastic
success,” Senator Metzger
said. “I am thrilled to partner with Sullivan 180 and
Sullivan BOCES in promoting health and wellness
in Sullivan County schools,
and look forward to seeing
the positive impacts this
new health initiative will
have on our young people.”
Over the course of the
year, school districts are
encouraged to plan and implement policies, programs
and activities that address
physical health, mental
health, and increased parent and community involvement to promote the
health and well-being of
their school communities.
School districts participating in the award competition will have access to in-

centives and resources from
Sullivan 180’s many community partners to encourage them to develop and
expand programs that support health and wellness for
their students, staff, parents,
and community, with the
goal of improving the overall health and well-being of
Sullivan County.
According to Sandra
Gerry, Chair of the Board
of Directors for Sullivan
180, “Our schools are doing many wonderful things,
but there is more work to
be done. The ‘Empowering a Healthier Generation’ award program will
be a catalyst for schools to
do more to address health
among their students, staff
and in their communities.”
Aside from Senator
Metzger’s grant award, additional awards will be announced throughout the
year. The final awards will
be made at the end of the
2020/21 academic school
year.

HURLEYVILLE – The
Hurleyville General Store
received special recognition last month from New
York State Senator Jen
Metzger’s office.
Store owners Denise and
Rob Lombardi were presented with the Senate’s
Empire Award for “their
entrepreneurial
success
and dedication to uplifting
all community members.”
“The Hurleyville General Store is a valuesdriven business that puts
inclusivity at the forefront, and I was so proud
to deliver the award,”
Senator Metzger said. “I
had a great time perusing
the store, which is filled
with handcrafted products
made right here in New
York, sourced from small
businesses that employ
people with special needs,
women-owned businesses, and more. Congratulations to the Hurleyville
General Store!”
The Lombardis and
their son, RJ accepted the
award from the Senator.
“I didn’t believe it
when I heard we would
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State Senator Jen Metzger (third from left) presents an Empire Award to Hurleyville General Store owner Denise Lombardi (right)
while Rob (left) and RJ Lombardi look on.

be getting this award,”
Ms. Lombardi said. “I
am still a little stunned,
and so grateful for Senator Metzger’s support and
her work on behalf of this
community.”
Ms. Lombardi also men-

tioned The Center for
Discovery, where her son
RJ resides, and the role it
has played in the family’s
lives.
“We wouldn’t be here in
Sullivan County without
the people at The Center

for Discovery,” she said.
“They have had such a
profoundly positive impact on our lives.
Shoppers visiting on
the day of the presentation were effusive in their
praise for the store.

“Every time I go in, I
find something I haven’t
seen before, some kind of
fascinating treasure,” one
visitor said. “It’s an amazing store and a great addition to Main Street.”

BIG CHANGES UNDERWAY FOR THE ARTS IN HURLEYVILLE
HURLEYVILLE – The
Hurleyville Arts Centre has
unveiled a new name and a
new logo in celebration of its
first season as an independent
community-supported
arts
center. Incubated since 2016
by The Center for Discovery,
it will now be a separate entity
known as the Hurleyville Performing Arts Centre, and will
sport a new logo designed by
Hudson Valley Advertising.
HPAC will continue to
screen the latest popular movies, host dance classes, live
performances, and workshops, and will work to expand its offerings in 2020 and
beyond. It will continue to

operate Gallery222,
and will also operate
a new restaurant and
culinary education
center slated to open
this fall.
“These exciting
developments
are
just the tip of the iceberg,”
says Janet Carrus, founder
and President of the HPAC
Board of Directors. “We are
designing HPAC as a hub for
creativity for all residents of
Hurleyville, Sullivan County,
the Catskills, and beyond.”
HPAC’s other board members, Peggy O’Neill and Stephen Ham, bring decades of
experience in nonprofit man-

agement and fundraising to
the new organization.
“The arts are crucial to
building inclusive, welcoming, and accessible spaces,”
adds Patrick Dollard, President and CEO of The Center
for Discovery. “Although we
are no longer affiliated, we,
and all the businesses in the
hamlet, share the goal of seeing HPAC continue to grow
and thrive well into the fu-

ture.”
Erin
Dudley,
HPAC’s
Program
Director who has
helped to manage the
transition, is joined
by a staff of Ellyane
Hutchinson, Michael
Coney, Dara Perlman, and Tal
Beery.
“This new independence
will allow us to expand in all
new ways,” says Ms. Dudley.
“We are grateful to the leadership of The Center for Discovery for making HPAC central
to the vision of Hurleyville as
a truly inclusive hamlet.”
Although this is a major
step regarding their support

and administration, Ms. Dudley emphasized that the programming and community
collaborations will continue.
Upcoming events at HPAC
include a Voguing Workshop
with the Hetrick Martin Institute on March 13, and Fantastic Fungi, a film screening,
held March 26. Disney’s Mulan will premiere on March
27, and HPAC will host an Indian music concert for Mother’s Day, May 10. A ribbon
cutting to celebrate HPAC’s
first independent season is
scheduled for May 7. All details are available at hurleyvilleartscentre.org

IN MEMORIAM – Hurleyville lost two respected and beloved residents last month.
Patrick James “Pat” Maxwell passed away on February 19. He was 49.
Pat was a retired foreman for the Town of
Fallsburg Highway Department, a lifelong member of the Hurleyville Fire
Department, and a former
Commissioner of the Hurleyville Fire District.
He was a fun-loving
guy with many friends.
Pat was someone everyPHOTO PROVIDED one loved to be around.
Patrick Maxwell (standing, His smile not only lit up
second from right)
the room, it lit up the faces

of the people around him.
Pat has touched many
hearts and will be dearly
missed.
Pat leaves behind to
cherish his memory, his
wife Joyce Maxwell; the
mother of his three oldest
boys, Paige Bakken; his
children Jonathan, Kyle,
Dalton, Madelyne and
Patrick Jr. Pat is also survived by his siblings Jan
Pekny and her husband,

Peter; Jack Maxwell and
his wife, Maureen; Joseph
Maxwell and his wife,
Debbie; and numerous
nieces and nephews. He
was predeceased by his
parents and his siblings,
Edward and Sandra.
Donations in Pat’s name
can be made to St. Jude
Children’s Hospital, 501
St. Jude Place, Memphis,
TN 38105 or to the charity
of one’s choice.

Dennis Kenneth Raymond, 77, passed away on February 1.
Dennis attended Buffalo State College and the
New School for Social Research receiving Masters
Degrees in both Education
and Healthcare Administration.
His educational background led him to move
to and raise his family in
Sullivan County, where he
held where he held several
administrative positions
at The Center for Discov-

eryc.
Retiring in 2011, Dennis
was finally able to fulfill
his life-long dream of living in New Orleans with
his wife, Evelyn. They
deeply established themselves in the music of the
city and community culture, volunteering at the
Jazz Museum, the Jazz
National Park, WWOZ
and Roots of Music.
Dennis and Evelyn had

three children: Heather,
Jesse and Nathan, each
of whom shines with the
light of the love he poured
into them as do the many
others blessed to call him
“Dad,” like his daughterin-law, Yukiko Ichihara
and his son-in-law Dung
Joseph Cao; “Grandpa”
like Julius, Chloe and Cedrick Ichihara-Raymond
and Theodore the Bear
Raymond-Cao; and the
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Dennis Raymond

many significant and cherished friends–who know
who they are—and are extended family to him.
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Fallsburg High School Chorus members (top row) Brenden Hooks
and Guillermo Granados; (middle row) Isabel Morales and Jenna
Vairo; (bottom row) Mekayla Perneszi and Grace Strauss.

FALLSBURG HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS EARN
AREA ALL-STATE MUSIC
HONORS

C

ongratulations go out to
Fallsburg High School
Chorus members Brenden
Hooks, Isabel Morales,
Guillermo Granados, Jenna
Vairo, Mekayla Perneszi and
Grace Strauss for earning
Area All-State
Chorus
Awards from the New York
State School Music Association (NYSSMA) on the
weekend of November 19-20,
2016.

Chorus Director Ms.
Colleen O’Toole-Barber is
very proud of these students,
who performed so admirably
during the competition. Ms.
Barber and the award recipients are hard at work rehearsing for the Annual Winter
Concert on Tuesday, December 13 at the Fallsburg High
School Auditorium which
will feature the different
school choirs and bands.
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THINC LAB HOSTS TEAMS CHALLENGE
MID-YEAR EVENT
by Denise Sullivan

HURLEYVILLE – On
February 1, students from
Sullivan County schools
spent a few hours solving a
design challenge and playing with creative technology at THINC, the Technology Hub and incubator at
The Center for Discovery.
The students are part of
this year’s TEAMS Challenge program, an afterschool club program created and administered by
Sullivan County BOCES in
partnership with The Center
for Discovery THINC Lab.
TEAMS Challenge began
in 2016, and is open to all
middle and high school
students (grades 7–12) in
the eight Sullivan County
school districts. With a focus on design thinking,
problem solving, collaboration and presentation, each

school fields a team of 5
to15 students who work together to devise solutions to
authentic challenges. These
“real world” problems, often found right inside their
local school buildings,
range from scanning and
3D printing machine parts,
to environmental improvement design.
The program moniker
stands for Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math and
Science (TEAMS), and
the 2019 – 20 participating
school districts are Fallsburg, Sullivan West and
Roscoe. Staff at THINC support each group throughout
the school year, conducting
video chats and hosting live
visits for prototyping and
testing of solutions. Each
group must present their
projects at the final TEAMS
Challenge event in June.
Jason Kean, Director

of Innovation at THINC,
kicked off the February
event with a two – part challenge to “design a better
alarm clock,” and then “design a better way to wake
up in the morning,” which
revealed each group’s level
of empathy towards early
risers. Empathy is a key element in design thinking that
helps the inventor understand both the problem and
the end user / customer who
will utilize a product.
Each team discussed,
sketched their designs, and
created a short presentation
for the whole group. The
students created solutions
that ranged from a very
well trained dog that could
gently wake up anyone, to
a high tech bed that lifts
sleepy users to a standing
position.
Exploring technology at
THINC was the favorite

Fallsburg High School Hosts
Vaping Awareness Program
FALLSBURG-- As part
of FCSD’s commitment to
good health and well-being,
Fallsburg High School held
a Vaping Awareness program on February 11 for
9-12 graders in the school
gymnasium.
The event was organized
through the school administration of Principal
Dawne Adams and Interim
Assistant Principal Louis
Trombetta. Family and
Community Engagement
Director Aleta Lymon contacted Peers Foundation in
Michigan, who presented
the program. Head of the
FCSD Wellness Committee, Suzanne Lendzian was
the host and introduced
the event entitled, “Vaping
Awareness & Nicotine Prevention Game Show.” This
was the debut performance
of this vital program in Sullivan County.
According to the Center for Disease Control,
about 4.7 million middle
and high school students
in the United States use
at least one tobacco product, including e-cigarettes.
The goal of the event is

PHOTO PROVIDED

A group of student contestants answer questions by emcee
Adam Simmons of the PEERS Foundation.

to educate students on the
harmful effects of vaping
to their health. Students
experienced a reality check
through the vaping awareness interactive game show.
PEERS’s Adam Simmons
was emcee, and Ryan de
St. Germain provided tech
support for the presenters.
FHS Staff distributed hand
held remote controls, similar to an automobile keyless entry fob. Two large
screens flashed multiple
choice questions relating to
vaping and nicotine intake,
while the emcee voiced the
question to the audience.
Students chose their an-

swer with the remote aimed
at the screen. After four or
five questions, the students
with the most correct answers were shown on the
screen by the “winning” remote numbers.
Adam picked four contestants from those winning numbers to come to
the players’ stations. He
then asked a question about
use of vaping products that
demanded an immediate
response. A light would
shine in front of the player
who pushed the fastest button. Just like Jeopardy and
the other television game
shows!
Correct responders then
received actual prizes in the
form of five-dollar bills or
had to perform an amusing
feat in front of the audience. The excitement was
palpable.
While having fun, the
students were learning how
dangerous vaping and nicotine inhalation was, especially for their age group.
They also saw how the
makers of these electronic
devices were using fruit
and candy flavors to attract
young people.
The PEERS Foundation
is doing research with the
results of these programs
throughout the nation over
the past year. The feedback
from school districts has
been positive and encouraging.
The game show
dramatically raises awareness of how smoking ecigarettes can manifest into
addiction and health issues.

TEAMS Challenge students, coaches, and THINC staff on February 1.

activity of the day, with students rotating through three
stations led by THINC staff.
Julie Palmer, Digital Media

Lab Project Coordinator at
THINC, used green screen
technology to video record
each student as they spoke

PHOTO BY JULIE PALMER

about their experiences in
TEAMS Challenge. They
were then able to “free –
style” pose and pick out

backgrounds for their photos, like standing on a surfboard in an ocean wave, or
floating in outer space.
Mark McNamara, Design
and Fabrication Coordinator
at THINC, led each participant to create a self-portrait
using virtual reality (VR).
Virtual reality uses computer technology to create
a simulated environment.
Unlike traditional user interfaces, VR places the user
inside an experience instead
of viewing a screen in front
of them. Using Google Tilt
Brush software and Oculus
Rift headsets and hand controls, each participant created a 3 dimensional model
of her or himself. This was
a huge hit with the students,
as none of them had ever
experienced virtual reality
before.
The third station engaged
the students’ eye – hand co-

ordination as they learned
how to fly mini quadcopters around the bright front
lobby at THINC. The miniature drone – like devices
each have 4 propellers and
weigh just one ounce each.
Operated via remote control
units with joy sticks, the
tiny quads whirred through
the air or on the floor, depending on student skill
level.
After a busy morning, the
event finished with a delicious lunch delivered by
Frankie & Johnnies. Learning, playing and then eating – a perfect day for Sullivan County teens! Stayed
tuned as TEAMS Challenge
groups get ready for their
final show-and-tell event
on June 6th, hosted by the
Center for Discovery. Tomorrow’s inventive engineers could be students our
local schools right now!

Out Divine Corners Way
by Jonathan Shimkin

Summer has its dog days
and winter has its doldrums.
Autumn and spring are never
charged with having doldrums, as they are seasons
of transition, with no hint of
permanence about them. It’s
winter, the longest haul of all
the seasons, that gives us doldrums in the root sense, i.e.,
from the Middle English for
dull and sluggish. In the 19th
century the word was applied
to regions of equatorial ocean
where ships were more likely
to stall for lack of winds. Winter can seem like one of those
regions, when the glow of the
New Year fades and the immobility of an ice-storm descends yet again (for the third
or fourth time) in February.
Impatience flares; being icedin is a condition that has lost
the charm it had back in December, when it was new.
My partner decides that
the third (or fourth) time is
enough and determines to
drive to work. I watch, heart in
mouth, as her car rotates sideways and travels several feet
perpendicular to our driveway before gaining purchase
on a patch of lawn and righting itself sufficiently to reach
the road. This inspires me to a
cautious immobility; I retreat
indoors and start thinking
about gardening and what we
could plant come spring. The
back half of winter invites living prospectively; it heightens
our tendency to leapfrog over
the circumstances we actu-

ally face in anticipation of the
circumstances we foresee, beyond the horizon, across the
doldrums.
Doldrums are only doldrums if you want to be elsewhere. The world sheathed in
ice presents us with more than
a simple nuisance; it invites
us into a curious sense of suspended time, as if a pause button had been pressed on the
season-cycle. In that pause we
are given a bounty of loose
hours – maybe a morning,
maybe an entire day – time to
which no anticipation clings,
time that is off the grid of our
calendars and planners.
Unanticipated time bestows unanticipated opportunities, if we are ready to meet
the hours with a reciprocal
openness. The enforced stasis
of an ice-storm can be felt as
doldrums and suffered in stupefaction (dull and sluggish),
or taken as a gift and relished
as so much surplus time, good
for whatever use we want to
make of it – excellent hours to
attend to second thoughts and
deferred priorities.
Soon enough the pause
button is released and the
first signs of thaw appear:
the “drip, drip, drip” of melting icicles; traffic sounds; the
whir of the sanding trucks
making the world safe for forward motion again. But come
April and May I’m pretty sure
I’ll look back with regret at
the passing of the winter doldrums and the unsuspected
benefits of its zones of stasis
and suspended time.

PHOTO PROVIDED

One of the healthy eating signs recently installed in cafeteria windows at Fallsburg Central
School District by Cornell Cooperative Extension.

New Signs for Healthy Eating in
FCSD Cafeterias
FALLSBURG – Thanks
to Sullivan County Cornell Cooperative Extension
(CCE), the cafeterias in
Fallsburg’s Junior/Senior
High School and Benjamin
Cosor Elementary School
have beautiful and informative new signage in each
window. CCE has mem-

bers on the FCSD Wellness
Committee and has been
collaborating on many matters of health and well-being
over the past several years.
The signs show athletes
in action, people exercising,
and healthy foods to inspire
students as they enjoy their
meals at school. The par-

ticular program that CCE
has created and FCSD has
adopted is Creating Healthy
Schools and Communities
in Sullivan County. Rick
Newman signs and, particular Karen Rapp, installed the
signs in the Fallsburg school
cafeterias towards the end
of January 2019.
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agreed
that requesting
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Breaks
Ankle
When
tax increase of just half aPet
perDog Trips
her
cent would
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to
cover increased State-derived
costs – and should the State
approve the increase, would
spread the impact beyond just
our property taxpayers to all
residents and visitors. It’s the
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– choice we could make, and
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time to clean out the ash. I
have seen people put the ash
in a paper bag, plastic
bucket or other combustible
container and put it in the
garage, on the back porch,
alongside the house, or in
the shed. The results are not
good. Put the ash in a metal
bucket with a cover and put
it outside, away from the
house. It will be hot and I
have seen a brush fire start
from it and then burn the
house down. Put that bucket
of ash in a safe place!
• Space heaters (electric or
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when we
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not control the flame or even
turn it off. It too will produce deadly CO.
• I have seen people plug
power strips into power
strips with multiple extension cords. If you are lucky it
will trip your circuit breaker.
If you are not, it will overheat the wiring or extension
cord and cause a fire.
What I have described
above, you have probably read
in a newspaper or seen on TV
as a cause of a fire that burned
a house down.
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A few easy steps can save your life!
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x

Have a service person inspect
and clean your chimney , wood
stove or furnace each year.

Fire in South Fallsburg
Causes Heavy Loss x Use a metal or glass fireplace
screen to keep sparks from
hitting nearby carpets or
furniture.

A fire in South Fallsburg
which resulted in the inx Keep kindling, paper, and décor
jury of a member of the village fire department and in away from fireplaces and
property damage estimated wood stoves.
x Never use gas or lighter fluid to
at from $15,000 to $18,000
ruined the upper floor of the start a fireplace or wood stove.
Stein Building Monday. x Burn only seasoned wood.
Mrs. Zira Resnick, who
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fire department.
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the blaze in the many rooms handled or a fee for each the show.
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suffered atodeep
company,
Mr. “Nothing But The Truth,” April 8th, at 8 o’clock in
flesh
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in
his
thigh
Miroff, is prepared to insti- was presented to a large and the Monticello High School
whenahisdaily
sled struck
water enthusiastic audience at the in a sweeping effort to retute
plane aservice
pipe used during the summer
to water the greens. The
deep three cornered gash cut
into leg muscles and narrowly escaped severing an
artery. Dr. Ralph Breakey of
Monticello Available
treated the at County Museum on March 18
wound, which required
BARRYVILLE
– The non- spect” newspaper columns currently available by mail
twelve
stitches to close.
profit history education group, from over the years, augment- from The Delaware ComThe
Delaware Company
has ed by 16 photographs. It is the pany for a donation of $25
An Invitation
to the Pubannounced the
publication
third time his columns have or more toward the organizalic
ofThe
“In public
FurtherisRetrospect,”
cordially in-a been collected in book form, tion’s mission of promoting
collection
of
columns
by Sul- following “Retrospect,” pub- and supporting the history and
vited to attend the official
livan
County
Historian
opening of Ernie’s Bar (and
and lished in 1996 and “Remem- historic landmarks of the reDelaware
Company
presiGrill in Hurleyville on Satur- bering the Sullivan County gion. Donations must be made
dent) John Conway.
Catskills,” published in 2008. by check made payable to
The book was published The column has appeared The Delaware Company and
with a grant from Robert and weekly since 1987, first in mailed to Post Office Box 88,
Nellie Gipson and family.
the Times Herald-Record and Barryville, NY 12719. Be sure
“In Further Retrospect” is since 2004 every Friday in the to include a return address and
a compilation of more than Sullivan County Democrat.
allow two weeks for delivery.
60 of Mr. Conway’s “Retro“In Further Retrospect” is
Mr. Conway will also be
selling and signing books following a program he will be
presenting at the following
locations:
E.B. Crawford Public Library, 479 Broadway in
Monticello, at 6 p.m. on
Thursday, March 12.
Sullivan County Museum
in Hurleyville at 6 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 18.
Sunshine Hall Free Library in Eldred at 2 p.m.
on Saturday, March 28.
Time & the Valleys Mu-

duce the present high death
rate from pneumonia in this
State. The meeting will be in
the form of an education forum to consider how citizens
can cooperate with health
authorities in combating and
preventing the disease. The
meeting will be open to the
public.
It is estimated that pneumonia claims a toll of 12,000
lives annually in the State.
Seventy-five percent of the
deaths caused by pneumonia occur among persons
under the age of 65 years.
P.O. Site Here Leased
For Next Ten Years
The lease for the present post office site in Hurleyville has been renewed
by the government for a
ten year period. There are a
number of specified changes
and alterations to be made
to the building, which is
owned by W.D. LaBagh of
Hurleyville.
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Funds Sought For Triplets

Although they are perhaps the only triplets ever
be ready
for action.
born
in Sullivan
County,This
the
game
promises
to draw
AAA triplets ushered
intoa
huge
crowd
and will
start
at
the
world
several
weeks
ago
8:30
P.M.
There
will
be
at Maimonides Hospital do
dancing
the game.
not
seemafter
to have
attracted
the same acclaim- nor even
three-fifths as much- as the
world famous Dionne quintuplets of Canada. While the
parents of the five Dionne
sisters watch the six figure
bank balances of the youngsters mount steadily under
movie and picture royalties,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Henry
of Ferndale, parents of the
triplets, face the problem of
keeping their two sons and
daughter in the hospital for
additional care.
The triplets now weigh
nine pounds more collectively than at birth, hospital
authorities said. Albert, the
first born, tips the scales at
eight pounds, two-and-ahalf ounces. His brother,
Arthur, the huskiest, weighs
8-1/2. Alice, the smallest of
the three, weighs six pounds,
two ounces. All three are entirely normal and growing
daily.

COUNTY HISTORIAN HAS NEW BOOK

seum in Grahamsville at
2 p.m. on Sunday, April 5
Mamakating Public Library in Wurtsboro at
5:30 p.m. on Friday, July
31.
Other book signings are
being scheduled and will be
announced as details are finalized.
The Delaware Company
is a New York not-for-profit
corporation organized in
November of 2012 and has
received recognition as a taxexempt organization as defined under section 501(c) 3
of the Internal Revenue Code.
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THE SECRET
Part II

Our old friend, Fallsburg
Constable Bronco Kelly, is
at the Monticello Hospital with a distant relative,
Mavey O’Toole, who appears to be on her deathbed. She has asked to speak
with him privately, and told
him he would want to be sitting down when she did so.
That’s where we pick up our
story…
I pulled a chair over next
to Mavey’s bed and sat
down. She took my left hand,
wrapped it in both of hers,
and I couldn’t help but notice how surprisingly large
and incredibly cold her hands
were. She looked me squarely in the eye and spoke in
barely more than a whisper.
“I am about to tell you some
things that no one else on this
earth knows, and I know you
may find some of it hard to
believe, but please bear with
me until I am through,” she
said.
I nodded. “Of course.”
“And though I suppose it
doesn’t really matter now, I
am going to ask you to honor
the same promise that I was
asked to honor when this
information was told to me

when my mother died when
I was a little girl. I must ask
that you vow to never reveal
this information to anyone
outside the family. I know
that sounds silly to you, being that you are the only one
left, but I must ask you to
promise me that.”
“I promise, Mavey,” I said,
and nodded so she could see
that I meant it.
“Some of this you may already know, and I will apologize in advance for rehashing
those points, but most of what
I am about to tell you will be
news to you. Your great-great
grandfather, Declan and my
great grandmother Sheema
were brother and sister, so
their parents, whose names
were Diarmait and Saorla
were our common ancestors.
They all came to this area
from Ireland in the 1820s and
your great great great grandfather and your great great
grandfather, helped build
the D&H Canal. That work
is what brought them to this
area.”
She paused a moment and
seemed to be struggling to
breathe. But then she gripped
my hand tighter and started
speaking again with renewed
vigor.
“When they first arrived,

Hurleyville Sentinel, Hurleyville, N.Y.

they moved with the canal
as the work progressed, from
west to east. They finished up
near Ellenville around 1827
or so and since the area reminded them of their home
in Ireland, they began to look
for a place to settle down.
There was nothing much at
that time in the place we now
know as Hurleyville, and they
settled on some land where
my home is today, living in
a cave for several months before they could build a house

by Elaine Corrington

Hurleyville isn’t perfect. Thank Heavens!

Perfection was exclusive.
If your town demands that
you only engage in activities
that you are perfect at, you
might as well shut yourself
inside your house and lock
your door. Why not look at
all the things you are bad at
and find others who have all
levels of skill in an activity
you can enjoy even if you
are not perfect? Would you
welcome and help a person
who was (gasp) worse than
you at an activity you enjoy?
Would you feel okay about
not participating in things
that are not fun to you- even
when it is obvious that anyone should enjoy that activity (yes, we’re back to gardening again)?
If the town needs something, can 20 people with no
talent sometimes do a better
job of fixing it than the one
totally talented and skilled
citizen who is just disgusted
with the talent-free and the
needy? Perfection means
you are excluded from what
can bring you and your town
joy. Imperfection allows joy
for all and inclusion in whatever appeals to whomever.
Well, maybe except for
dancing. Although there are
several places in our tiny
hamlet that welcome imperfect dancers, I am still the tall

An Original Short Story by Jack Robbin

Constable Bronco Kelly took his distant relative, Mavey O’Toole to Monticello Hospital, where Dr. Ralph Breakey examined
her.

for themselves.”
She paused again, relaxing
her grip on my hand before
once again gripping it anew
and resuming.
“Here’s where It gets interesting and a bit strange.
Samuel Mitteer and William
Hurley were among the very
few settlers here at that time,
and the place where the house
was built was quite desolate,
and there were many more
wolves and foxes then there
were people. It was quite

“HURLEYVILLE ISN’T PERFECT.”
I was already an “older”
adult when I moved to Hurleyville, and I can’t tell you
how many times back then I
heard that Hurleyville isn’t
perfect. At first I thought I
should really pay attention to
the imperfections that were
being brought up to me. Was
Hurleyville unsafe? Was
it an ugly looking place?
Was there nothing fun to
do here? Was it healthy, or
did the town itself inspire a
lifestyle that was bound to
cause physical and mental
harm at every stage of life?
Had it ever changed? Would
it ever change? Was there
music, art, dance, physical
challenges and competition?
Could you ever count on
help if you needed it? Was
there any way in which you
might shine? Was there anywhere you could hide?
Well. It turns out that perfection is not all it is cracked
up to be. As I looked around
this little place, I realized that
it was a place that did not
require perfection from me.
I had always been aware of
what I was bad at…terrible
gardener, bad cook, couldn’t
play a musical instrument
until I went from piano to
guitar, to banjo, and finally
4 string ukulele, kazoo and
spoons. I was really prolific
at BAD art. Bad at math
once I skipped sixth grade.
If I rode a bike I kept veering left. Really slow runner.
Was asked to finish our ballet off stage when eight years
old and our ballet troupe was
to perform at the county fair
in California (to this day I
refuse to dance). Much less
attractive than any street in
Hurleyville. In fact, if you
held up a picture of ME and a
picture of HURLEYVILLE
side by side, Hurleyville was
looking darn good!
Hurleyville taught me that
perfection was not inclusive.
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girl in the back who politely
and sadly finished dancing
off stage at the County Fair
at the direction of Nelda
Barker (our Danseuse in the
embroidered toreador pants
so many years ago).
Sometimes a little acceptance of your imperfection
allows you to find a creative
way to feel good about yourself and offer a look to others at the joy you have found
and incorporated into a lifeand hamlet- you love. Who
knew that pansies could
thrive with the worst of gardeners- even poking up and
blooming through snow
sometimes? Who knew that
walking up and down the
Hurleyville hills and picking up litter was the perfect
combination of a Sullivan
Renaissance goal and a Sullivan 180 healthy living
goal- and so much fun?
Within a couple of blocks
you can find food, live entertainment and movies, gas,
walking and riding trails with
history laid out for you, history museum, stores, farms,
art, crafts, inventions, constructions, people who smile
and enjoy even your worst
efforts, people getting together to provide something
needed for “locals.” You can
have labels saying “Bad Art,

Unincorporated” and stick
them on the backs of your art
projects- they give you permission to be an artist.
You can join and perform
with the Hurleyville Ukulele Orchestra- an orchestra
for Pete’s sake! Who knew?
More and more, the streets
and every place in town
are becoming more accepting and supportive of those
who need extra planning and
transitional living experiences beyond a school and
family-- work, helping local
safety efforts, celebrations,
places where lifelong family and friends love joining
them and seeing them surpassing anything they had
ever imagined.
It can all happen in Hurleyville- where it isn’t perfect. Thank Heavens.

common to hear the wolves
howling throughout the night,
but on one particular night
there was something different
about the way they sounded,
and after a long while listening to these strange sounds,
Diarmait decided that he and
Declan should go out to see
what was going on.”
Again she paused, and followed the same pattern as
before, resuming with a fresh
energy.
“What they found that night

would change their lives forever, and would eventually
become a secret they vowed
to never reveal to anyone
outside the family.”
All of a sudden, Mavey’s
grip loosened, and I saw her
eyes close and her head drop,
as if she had fallen asleep.
The sudden movement
seemed to wake her back up,
and her eyes opened briefly
before closing again. Her
hands dropped away from
mine.

“Nurse,” I yelled as loudly
as I could, standing up and
moving toward the door.
“Get Doc Breakey!”
The nurse came rushing in
almost before I had finished
calling her, and Breakey was
just a few steps behind her.
He almost shoved her out of
the way to get to Mavey, and
hollered as he did so, “Everybody out, now! Everybody.”
The nurse turned and extended her arms to her sides
as if to herd me and Sarah,
who had just that moment
entered, out of the room.
“I’m sorry, the doctor
wants you to wait outside,”
she said, and then repeated
herself. Once we were in the
hallway she closed the door
behind us.
Sarah came over to me and
gave me a hug, resting her
head on my chest.
“She’s tough, Bronco. I’m
certain she will be all right.”
Before I could answer, the
door to the room opened and
Breakey emerged, a grave
look on his face.
“I’m sorry, Kelly, there is
really nothing more I can do
for her. She is resting right
now, but as I said before, I
don’t think she can hold on
much longer. Let’s give her
an hour to sleep, and then

we’ll try to wake her. I think
it is totally up to her right
now.”
I nodded.
“You can sit with her there
in the room, if you like,”
Breakey said. “Or you can
go have a cup of coffee and
come back in about an hour.
It’s up to you.”
“I’ll stay,” I said. “I don’t
want to risk not being here
when she wakes up.”
Breakey looked at me as if
to say, “If she wakes up,” but
he remained silent.
“I won’t be far,” said walking away. “But I have other
patients to look after.”
“She seemed very anxious
to talk to you alone,” Sarah
finally said. “Did you at least
get to hear what she wanted
to say?”
“Just the beginning of it,”
I answered. “She did clear
some things up for me about
my family—our family—but
I think there was something
else, something much more
significant that she wanted
to tell me. I only hope she
wakes up so she can finish
the story.”

Don’t miss the exciting conclusion to The Secret in the
April edition of The Hurleyville Sentinel.

SPOTLIGHT ON HURLEYVILLE’S
TREASURED WOMEN
ness woman, innovator in
the coin machine industry,
political dynamo, supporter
of women’s equality and
the rights of the downtrodden, enthusiastic supporter
of Hurleyville-Sullivan First

by Kathleen Sullivan

March is Women’s History
Month…a time to celebrate
the contributions of women
to culture and society.
Here are some of the
women who have graciously
and generously contributed
to the community of Hurleyville and beyond.
Rose Barr
Educator, teacher at the
Hurleyville School for 35
years, student advocate,
avid bird watcher
Helen Carlson
Charter member of the
Hurleyville Fire Department
Ladies’ Auxiliary and the
Hurleyville Emergency Relief Squad, President of the
Hurleyville Fire Department
Ladies’ Auxiliary, business
owner.
Sophie Fedun
Charter member of the
Hurleyville Fire Department
Ladies’ Auxiliary and the
Luna Organization, trained
in culinary arts, avid hunter

Rose Garfinkel
Business woman, resort
owner, volunteer extraordinaire, foster grandmother,
enthusiastic traveler
Alice Halchak
Charter member of the
Hurleyville Emergency Relief Squad, member of the
Hurleyville Fire Department
Ladies’ Auxiliary, skilled
cook
Florence Jacobson
Member of community
organizations, music aficionado, business owner
Gail Makofsky
Ardent sports lover, adventurous traveler, accomplished cook and baker, supporter of worthy causes in

the community
Virginia “Ginny” Maxwell
The “Church Lady” of the
Hurleyville United Methodist Church, generous supporter of the needy, business
owner
Amelia “Millie” McCarthy
Community activist, busi-

Marion Salon
Business owner, involved
and generous champion of
the community
These women are remembered by family, friends and
neighbors for their devotion
to their families, their optimism, their determination,
their dedication to the community and, of course, their
love of Hurleyville.
Visit Hurleyville at www.
hurleyvilleny.com.
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ALL DARTS LEAD TO HURLEYVILLE
CATSKILL AMUSEMENTS DART LEAGUES

Y

By Angelee Santillo
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Edmond, a two-time national qualifier for Sullivan at 184
pounds, went on to wrestle at
Division III Ursinus College
and is currently completing his
graduate work at Columbia.
Innocent earned his AllAmerica status last season
with an eighth place finish at
the NJCAA national championships in Council Bluffs,
Iowa while competing at 174
pounds. Innocent was unable
to attend the tournament, and
Sullivan coach Anthony Ng
accepted the award on his behalf.

SULLIVAN GENERALS QUALIFY
TWO FOR NATIONALS
Bullock, Glanville Head to Iowa

FORMER SULLIVAN WRESTLERS IN HALL OF FAME
Edmond, Innocent Inducted
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SILVER ANNIVERSARY
25 Years Ago Generals Won
Second National Title

by John Conway

LOCH SHLEDRAKE –
Twenty-five years ago this
month, the SUNY Sullivan
men’s basketball team was
crowned national champions
for the second time in four
years. The Generals would
win the title again the following season, and add a fourth
championship with an undefeated 2007 season. The four
national titles are the most
ever by an NJCAA Division
III school.
Sullivan moved to Division II for basketball prior to
beginning play in 2018.
The 1995 championship
came via a 93-80 win over
Corning Community College in the national title game
played at SUNY Delhi.
The 1995 championship

was a particularly difficult
one for coach Dave Possinger’s team, which played the
bulk of the season—including the postseason—with just
eight players after two starters and a key reserve were
dismissed from the team for
disciplinary reasons.
Using the theme, “Eight is
Enough” the Generals ended
up as the number one defensive team in the country that
year.
Possinger reflected on the
season during an interview
in 2015, the year he was inducted into the SUNY Sullivan Athletic Hall of Fame.
“They played every possession together; they played
hard and they were focused
as a team, with the most
inner-strength of any team I
ever coached,” he said.

